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Abstract
The Distance Geometry Problem (DGP) seeks to find positions for a set of points in ge-
ometric space when some distances between pairs of these points are known. The so-called
discretization assumptions allow to discretize the search space of DGP instances. In this pa-
per, we study the Discretizable Molecular Distance Geometry Problem whose feasible solutions
provide a discretization scheme for the DGP. We propose the first constraint programming
formulations as well as a set of checks for proving infeasibility, domain reduction techniques,
symmetry breaking constraints and valid inequalities. Our computational results indicate that
our formulations outperform the state-of-the-art integer programming formulations, both for
feasible and infeasible instances.
Keywords. Molecular distance geometry, discretization order, DMDGP, constraint program-
ming
1 Introduction
In its essence, Distance Geometry seeks to find positions for a set of points in geometric space when
some distances between pairs of these points are known [4, 8]. This has many applications, including
in molecular geometry, where Nuclear Magnetic Resonance spectroscopy gives the two dimensional
structure of a molecule and the three dimensional structure must be determined. Here, the points
to be positioned in Euclidean space are the atoms of a molecule [4]. In wireless sensor localization,
the positions of wireless sensors such as smartphones must be determined using the estimated
distance between sensors, but there is also a fixed component of the network such as routers [6].
Other applications include astronomy, robotics, statics and graph rigidity, graph drawing, and
clock synchronization [4, 6, 8]. More recent applications arisen from a new variant of DGP, namely
dynamical DGP, include air traffic control, crowd simulation, multi-robot formation, and human
motion retargeting [8].
The input to the DGP can be represented as a graph, say G, where the vertices are the points we
would like to position and weighted edges represent known distances between two points. Formally,
we give the definition of [4].
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Definition 1 (Distance Geometry Problem). Given, an integer K > 0, and a simple, undirected
graph G = (V, E) with edge weights w : E → (0,∞), find a function x : V → RK such that for all
{u, v} ∈ E:
‖x(u)− x(v)‖ = w(u, v).
If this function x exists, it is called a realization for G, we also refer to the realization as an
embedding of G. We assume G is connected, since determining if a disconnected graph has a valid
realization is equivalent to determining if its connected components have a realization [1]. We also
assume the norm in Definition 1 is the Euclidean norm for the remainder of this paper, however
this need not be the case. We also note that there exists a form of the problem where the function
need not satisfy the strict equality in Definition 1, but rather satisfy ‖x(u)− x(v)‖ ≤ w(u, v), this
is called the interval DGP [2, 5].
The DGP is NP-Complete for K = 1 and NP-Hard for K > 1 [9], motivating the need for
solution methods that are able to solve the problem in practice. Solution methods for the DGP
include nonlinear programming, semi-definite programming, and the geometric build-up methods
[6, 7, 8]. If the distances between all pair of vertices in G are known, i.e., G is complete, and we
assume a solution exists in RK there is a procedure for finding the realization by solving a series
of linear equations [4]. However, in most applications, the input graph is not complete. In such
a case, some conditions are established so that the solution space of the DGP can be discretized
and in turn combinatorial methods can be used to solve the DGP. In this paper, we study a key
class of such Discretizable DGPs, namely the Discretizable Molecular Distance Geometry Problem
(DMDGP), which relates to finding the structure of protein molecules in three dimensions.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present in detail the DMDGP
and review two existing integer programming (IP) formulations from the literature. In Section 3,
we introduce three novel constraint programming (CP) formulations for DMDGP. We then present
a series of enhancements which may aid in the solution of DMDGP, in Section 4. Finally, in Section
5, we present a computational study which compares the CP and IP models, and demonstrates the
utility of the enhancements.
We note that an overview of our paper, namely the models from the literature as well as our
proposed models and enhancement ideas are provided in Table 2 of Appendix B.
2 Preliminaries
In this section, we introduce the common notation used in the paper, provide the problem definition
and briefly present the existing formulations for the problem.
2.1 Notation
All sets are denoted calligraphically. Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph, where V is the set of
vertices and E is the set of edges. The adjaceny matrix ofG is denoted by A, i.e., Av,u = 1 if and only
if edge {u, v} ∈ E . Denote the neighbourhood of a vertex v asN (v), i.e., N (v) = {u ∈ V : {i, j} ∈ E},
thus v /∈ N (v) and the degree of v as d(v) = |N (v)|. We let G[V ′] = (V ′, E ′) be the subgraph of G
induced by V ′ ⊆ V, and thus E ′ = {{u, v} ∈ E : u, v ∈ V ′}. A clique, K, in G is a set of vertices
{v1, v2, . . . , v|K|} ⊆ V such that {vi, vj} ∈ E for all vi, vj ∈ K such that vi 6= vj . Similarly, a stable
set, SS, in G is a set of vertices {u1, . . . , u|SS|} ⊆ V such that {ui, uj} /∈ E for all ui, uj ∈ SS. We
define an adjacent predecessor of a vertex v ∈ V as u ∈ V with {u, v} ∈ E such that u precedes v in
a vertex order, and we define an immediately adjacent predecessor of a vertex v ∈ V as u ∈ V with
{u, v} ∈ E , such that there is no w ∈ V with {w, v} /∈ E between v and u in the vertex order.
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For a, b ∈ Z+, a ≤ b, we introduce the notation [a] = {0, 1, . . . , a−1} and [a, b] = {a, a+1, . . . , b}.
If a > b, then [a, b] = ∅, similarly if a < 0, then [a] = ∅.
Indices follow these conventions: indices start at 0, so that the possible positions of a vertex
order are [|V|]. We let |V| = n, and use |V| in relation to vertices and n in relation to ranks of a
vertex order.
Finally, we introduce the set Vd[K,K+δ] = {v ∈ V : d(v) ∈ [K,K + δ]} for some fixed positive
integer δ, the set of vertices with degrees in [K,K + δ].
2.2 Problem Definition
The Discretizable Molecular Distance Geometry Problem (DMDGP) [1] is the search for a total order
of the vertices of a simple, connected, undirected graph G = (V, E), given an integer dimension K,
that satisfies the following:
(i) the first K vertices in the order form a clique in the input graph G, and
(ii) for all vertices with rank ≥ K, each is adjacent to at least the K vertices that immediately
precede it in the order, that is together with its K adjacent immediate predecessors it forms
a (K + 1)-clique in the input graph.
Given an order (v0, v1, . . . , vn−1), for a vertex vi, we define its K immediate predecessors in the
order as {vi−K , vi−K+1, . . . , vi−1}. If an immediate predecessor to vi is also adjacent to vi in G we
call it an adjacent immediate predecessor. We refer to a total order that satisfies (i) and (ii) as a
DMDGP order, and the clique satisfying (i) as the initial clique. We say an instance for which a
DMDGP order exists is feasible, otherwise it is infeasible. The problem of determining whether a
DMDGP order exists for G is known as the Contiguous Trilateration Ordering Problem (CTOP) [1].
An instance of CTOP, i.e. an integer K > 0 and a simple, undirected, connected graph G = (V, E),
will be denoted (G = (V, E),K) or simply (G,K). Cassioli et al. [1] proved CTOP is NP-complete.
v0
v1
v2v3
v4
v5
(a)
v4 v2 v3 v1 v5 v0
(b)
Figure 1: (a) A graph instance which is feasible for DMDGP with K = 2. (b) Overlapping cliques
of the order(v4, v2, v3, v1, v5, v0).
Example 1. The graph given in Figure 1a with K = 2 is a feasible instance for DMDGP. A possible
DMDGP order is (v4, v2, v3, v1, v5, v0). Clearly, since they are adjacent {v4, v2} form a clique, v3
is adjacent to both of its immediate predecessors: v4, and v2, so {v4, v2, v3} form a (K + 1)-clique
in the input graph. Similarly, v1 is adjacent to v2, and v3, forming a (K + 1)-clique in the input
graph and so on.
As mentioned in [1], we have a key property of DMDGP which follows by definition.
Key Property 1. Minimally a DMDGP order is a series of (K + 1)-cliques which overlap by at
least K vertices.
This important property is depicted in Figure 1b for Example 1. Considering this overlapping
clique structure, we refer to the first of those overlapping cliques as the initial (K + 1)-clique.
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2.3 Existing Integer Programming Models
Prior to this work, Cassioli et al. [1] present three integer programming (IP) formulations for
CTOP. Below we summarize their properties, while we provide their full details for completeness
in Appendix A.
• The vertex-rank formulation (IPVR): They introduce |V|×n binary variables indicating vertex-
rank assignment. Then, the model contains (|V| + n)-many 1-1 assignment constraints and
(|V| × n)-many clique constraints.
• The clique digraph formulation (IPCD): They enumerate all ordered cliques of size (K + 1)
in G, define a clique digraph D with vertices as those ordered cliques and arcs for pairs of
cliques that suitably overlap to follow each other in the order (as in Figure 1b). Then, the
DMDPG solution correspond to a path in D. This IP model has digraph arc variables, first
clique and last clique variables, and precedence variables1 for vertices in G.
• The unordered clique relaxation (IPRELAX): They relax the strict clique ordering constraints
of the clique digraph formulation, and solve this relaxation as a first check for the existence
of a DMDGP order. The benefit of this formulation is that it reduces the number of variables
in (IPCD), because we have reduced the worst case number of vertices in the D by a factor
of (K + 1)!. When a solution to (IPRELAX) is found, it must be verified as this solution does
not necessarily yield a DMDGP order. The verification is a simple check to ensure the linear
order solution forms a DMDGP order. The strength in this formulation is that if (IPRELAX)
is infeasible, there is no DMDGP order for the instance.
Regarding the vertex-rank formulation, we observe that its LP relaxation is always feasible,
whose proof is provided in Appendix A.1.
Proposition 1. The LP relaxation of (IPVR) on any instance G = (V, E) with K ≥ 2 is feasible.
This observation can be taken as a sign of the (IPVR) model being weak. In fact, we observe in
our computational experiments that especially for infeasible instances, a large number of branch-
and-bound nodes are processed due to LP relaxations (and cuts driven on them) not being strong
enough to prune infeasible branches early on.
On the other hand, we note that the clique digraph model (its relaxation) mostly suffers from
the large number of ordered (unordered) cliques, and hits either the time or memory limit in our
numerical experiments.
Lastly, we note that as mentioned in [1], (IPVR) works better for feasible instances, while (IPCD)
works better for infeasible instances. However, none of them scale well with the size of the input
graph, which motivates our work on developing alternative formulations and model enhancements.
3 Constraint Programming Models
Constraint Programming (CP) is a natural approach to distance geometry ordering problems since
we wish only to find a feasible solution and not prove optimality. CP has been shown to work well
for problems with a permutation structure [10] and allows the leveraging of global constraints such
as AllDifferent. To our knowledge, no CP model for CTOP has ever been proposed. The flexibility
of CP allows for three possible formulations for CTOP.
1In [1], the variables for predecessors are given as wuv, we believe this is a typo that the variables are in fact their
yuv variables which are our puv variables in the version provided in Appendix A.2.
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The first formulation follows naturally from (IPVR), from [1]. We define integer variables rv
equal to the rank of vertex v ∈ V in the order.
(CPRANK) : AllDifferent(r0, r1, ..., r|V|−1) (1a)
|ru − rv| ≥ K + 1 ∀ u, v ∈ V s.t. u 6= v, {u, v} /∈ E (1b)
rv ∈ [n− 1] ∀ v ∈ V (1c)
Using the global constraint AllDifferent (1a), we enforce that each vertex has a unique rank. To-
gether with the domain constraints, (1c), this is equivalent to the one-to-one assignment constraints,
in (IPVR), since each rank has a possible domain of [n − 1] and we are enforcing the constraint
over all the rank variables which are indexed by the vertices, i.e., |V| = n variables. To enforce
clique constraints, (1b), we use the idea that if two vertices do not have an edge between them,
they cannot be in the same (K + 1)-clique. In other words their ranks must have a difference
of at least K + 1. This constraint completely models the clique constraints and the predecessor
constraints since if their rank difference is ≤ K then vertices u and v must be in the same clique
which contradicts there being no edge between them.
Secondly, we present what is called a dual formulation in CP [10], where the values and variable
meanings are swapped. Let integer variable vr represent the vertex in position r of the order.
(CPVERTEX) : AllDifferent(v0, v1, .., vn−1) (2a)
Avi,vj = 1 ∀ i ∈ [0,K − 2], j ∈ [i+ 1,K − 1] (2b)
Avi,vj = 1 ∀ i ∈ [K,n− 1], j ∈ [i−K, i− 1] (2c)
vr ∈ [|V| − 1] ∀ r ∈ [n− 1] (2d)
In (2a) we enforce that each rank has a unique vertex, again using AllDifferent. To enforce the
clique and predecessor constraints, we take a similar approach to the (IPVR) model. Using the CP
notion of element constraints we enforce that there is an initial clique in constraints (2b) and that
all subsequent vertices have at least K adjacent immediate predecessors in (2c) by ensuring edges
exist between the appropriate vertices. Finally, (2d) enforces the domain of the variables.
The last CP model is the result of combining the rank and vertex models into a single model by
channelling the variables using an inverse constraint. It uses the constraints for predecessors and
cliques from both formulations. This is useful because redundant constraints may actually help CP
solvers perform more inference and discover feasible solutions in a shorter amount of time. Having
defined v and r variables as before, the combined model is as follows:
(CPCOMBINED) : |ru − rv| ≥ K + 1 ∀ u, v ∈ V s.t. u 6= v, {u, v} /∈ E (3a)
Avi,vj = 1 ∀ i ∈ [0,K − 2], j ∈ [i+ 1,K − 1] (3b)
Avi,vj = 1 ∀ i ∈ [K,n− 1], j ∈ [i−K, i− 1] (3c)
inverse(r, v) (3d)
rv ∈ [n− 1] ∀ v ∈ V (3e)
vr ∈ [|V| − 1] ∀ r ∈ [n− 1] (3f)
In this formulation, the inverse constraint (3d) enforces the relation (ru = j) ≡ (vj = u), which
also makes the AllDifferent constraints in the vertex and rank models redundant. The AllDifferent
constraints may be included as redundant constraints in the model, however initial computational
results showed they were detrimental thus are omitted hereafter.
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4 Enhancements
In this section we present a series of enhancements based on the structure of DMDGP orders that
can be used to improve the formulations presented in Section 3. We begin by discussing checks for
infeasible instances, followed by procedures for reducing the domains and breaking symmetries in
DMDGP orders. Finally we present a class of valid inequalities.
4.1 Infeasibility Checks
We begin the discussion of enhancements to DMDGP formulations by introducing some simple
checks which will immediately indicate if an instance (G,K) is infeasible. The first check arises
from the fact that every vertex needs at least K neighbours to be a part of a (K + 1)-clique.
Infeasibility Check 1 (Minimum Degree). Given (G, K), if ∃ v ∈ V such that d(v) < K then G
does not have a DMDGP order for K.
Similarly, it is possible to determine a lower bound on the number of edges in the graph, G,
required for an instance (G,K) to have a DMDGP order.
Infeasibility Check 2 (Minimum Edges). Given (G, K), if |E| < (|V| − 12)K − 12K2 then this
instance is infeasible.
Example 2. The graph in Figure 2 is infeasible with K = 2 and K3. For K = 2, the instance
passes Infeasibility Check 1 as every vertex has at least two neighbours. However Infeasibility Check
2 proves it is infeasible as the graph has |E| = 8 and the minimum number of edges for K = 2 is
(6 − 0.5)2 − 0.5(22) = 9. For K = 3, we can prove this instance is infeasible using Infeasibility
Check 1 since d(v4) = 2.
v0
v1v2
v3
v4 v5
Figure 2: A graph which is infeasible for DMDGP with K = 2 and K = 3.
Cassioli et al. [1] establish a lower bound on the degree of a vertex, which depends on its
position in the order. If a vertex has degree K then it can only be placed in the first or last
position, since it can only appear in a single (K + 1)-clique. If there are more than two vertices
with degree exactly K the instance must be infeasible as there are only two available positions
for these vertices. Similarly, there are four positions available for a vertex with degree K + 1;
ranks 0, 1, n − 2, n − 1, so if there are more than four vertices with degree K + 1, the instance is
infeasible. This argument can be extended to the frequency of all vertices of degree strictly less
than 2K. We formalize the argument of Cassioli et al. [1] as Infeasibility Checks. We introduce the
set Vd[K,K+δ] = {v ∈ V | d(v) ∈ [K,K + δ]} for some fixed positive integer δ, to help express these
arguments. We call vertices v with d(v) < 2K small degree vertices and vertices v with d(v) ≥ 2K
large degree vertices.
Infeasibility Check 3 (Upper Bound on Small Degree Vertices). Given an instance (G, K), if
∃ δ ∈ [K − 1] such that ∣∣Vd[K,K+δ]∣∣ > 2(δ + 1) + 1 then this instance is infeasible.
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Example 3. Consider the graph in Figure 3a with K = 3, we will see that it is infeasible by
Infeasibility Check 3. Note that this instance cannot be proved infeasible by Infeasibility Check 1 but
can be proved infeasible by Infeasibility Check 2. Since K = 3, we have δ ∈ [1, 2]. First let δ = 1,
we have
Vd[3,4] = {v0, v1, v2, v3, v4}
and
∣∣Vd[3,4]∣∣ = 5. The right-hand side of the expression in Infeasibility Check 3 with δ = 1 is
2(1 + 1) + 1 = 5
and so we are able to say this instance is infeasible.
v0v1
v2 v3
v4
(a) A graph that is infeasible for DMDGP with K = 3.
v0v1
v2 v3
v4
(b) A graph that is infeasible for DMDGP with K = 2.
Figure 3: Two graphs that are infeasible for DMDGP.
Similarly, we have a lower bound on the number of vertices with larger degree. Since the central
(n− 2K) vertices in the order are in at least 2K cliques, they must all have degree of at least 2K,
meaning there must be enough vertices with large degree to occupy these (n− 2K) positions.
Infeasibility Check 4 (Lower Bound on Large Degree Vertices). Given (G, K), with n ≥ (2K+1),
if
∣∣Vd[2K,n−1]∣∣ ≤ n− (2K + 1) then the instance is infeasible.
Example 4. Consider the graph in Figure 3b with K = 2, we will see that it is infeasible by
Infeasibility Check 4. Note that this instance cannot be proven infeasible by Infeasibility Check 1 or
by Infeasibility Check 2. We have n = 5 = 2K + 1 and so
Vd[4,4] = ∅
thus
∣∣Vd[4,4]∣∣ = 0. We also have n−2K−1 = 0, and so we are able to say this instance is infeasible.
4.2 Domain Reduction
We are able to exploit some structural characteristics of CTOP to help prune variable domains in
the CP formulations. Let the domain of an integer variable x be given by Dx.
First, we extend the lower bounds on the degree of a vertex given by Cassioli et al. [1] to set
the domains for rank variables. As observed previously, a DMDGP order is a series of overlapping
cliques of size (at least) K + 1. In the minimal case, the first and last vertices in the order are in
exactly one clique, the second and second to last vertices are in two cliques, and so on. The central
(|V| − 2K) vertices are in at least 2K cliques. From this we can infer the minimum number of
neighbours required by a vertex at a given rank.
Domain Reduction Rule 1 (Domain Reduction for Small Degree Vertices). Given an instance
(G, K), we can define the domain for the rank variables as follows:
Drv =
{
[d(v)−K] ∪ [n− 1− (d(v)−K), n− 1] if d(v) < 2K
[n− 1] otherwise
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Example 5. Consider the graph in Figure 4a with K = 2, it has two vertices with degree strictly
less than 2K: v0 and v4. By Domain Reduction Rule 1 we can reduce the domain of both vertices
so that their new domains are
Drv0 = {0, 1, 4, 5} and Drv4 = {0, 5}.
v0
v1
v2v3
v4
v5
(a) A graph instance which is feasible for DMDGP
with K = 2.
v0
v1
v2v3
v4
v5
v6
v7
(b) A graph instance which is feasible for DMDGP
with K = 2.
Figure 4: Two graph instances which are feasible for DMDGP with K = 2.
We are able to extend domain reduction to the vertices that are adjacent to small degree vertices.
The intuition is that if a vertex has small degree, the position of its neighbours cannot be too far
from that vertex. If the position of a small degree vertex v∗ has already been limited, its neighbours
must be within the first or the last d(v∗) vertices of the order since they are all connected to v∗.
Domain Reduction Rule 2 (Domain Reduction for Neighbourhood of Small Degree Vertices).
Given an instance (G, K), with n ≥ (2K + 1), for all v∗ ∈ Vd[K,2K−1]
Drv = [d(v∗)] ∪ [n− 1− d(v∗), n− 1] ∀ v ∈ N (v∗).
Example 6. Consider the graph in Figure 4b with K = 2. For Domain Reduction Rule 2, we have
Vd[2,3] = {v0, v7}. The neighbours of v7 are v5 and v4,since they both have degree greater than 2K,
their domains would not have been reduced by Domain Reduction 1. We reduce their domains as
follows
Drv5 = Drv4 = {0, 1, 2, 5, 6, 7}.
For the neighbours of v0, we notice that [d(v
∗)] ∪ [n− 1− d(v∗), n− 1] = [n− 1], so we will not be
able to reduce their domains.
4.3 Symmetry Breaking
As observed in [1], reversing a DMDGP order also gives a DMDGP order. We establish that these
are not the only symmetries present in DMDGP orders, and present strategies for breaking these
symmetries. We begin by a simple condition to break the reverse symmetry. First, notice that if
there is a single vertex that has degree K without loss of generality we can fix its position to 0, if
there is a second vertex with degree K we can fix its position to n − 1, noting that there are at
most two vertices of degree K in a DMDGP order due to Infeasibility Check 3.
Symmetry Breaking Condition 1 (Degree K). If Vd[K,K] = {vi}, then let rvi = 0. If Vd[K,K] =
{vi, vj}, then let rvi = 0 and rvj = n− 1.
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Next, we observe that if two vertices have the same neighbourhood excluding each other, they
are interchangeable in the DMDGP order since they will have exactly the same adjacent immediate
predecessors. This guarantees a DMDGP order, since the only condition we need to meet preserve
the order if we interchange two vertices is ensuring that the have the appropriate adjacent immediate
predecessors. We call this symmetry pairwise symmetry, which can be broken by imposing an
arbitrary order on the pair of such symmetric vertices. Ideally, we would identify a large set of such
vertices and order them. However, identifying such vertex sets can be computationally expensive.
We instead identify two types of vertex sets that will allow for easy detection and breaking of
pairwise symmetry. Specifically, we consider stable sets and cliques in the input graph.
Symmetry Breaking Condition 2 (Stable Set). For a stable set SS = {v1, v2, . . . , vk} ⊆ V such
that N (vi) = N (vj) ∀ vi, vj ∈ SS we enforce that rv1 < rv2 < · · · < rvk .
Symmetry Breaking Condition 3 (Clique). For a clique K = {v1, v2, . . . , vk} ⊆ V such that
N (vi) \ K = N (vj) \ K, ∀ vi, vj ∈ K we enforce that rv1 < rv2 < · · · < rvk .
In our experiments, we examine only cliques of size three or less, since we are usually unable
to find large cliques satisfying Condition 3. Furthermore, we are able to conditionally extend these
symmetry breaking conditions to include more vertices. Consider, for example, two vertices v and
u whose neighbourhoods differ only by one vertex w ∈ N (v). If in the DMDGP order w is at
least K + 1 away from v, the edge connecting them is not necessary to enforce precedence in the
order, that is, w is not an adjacent immediate predecessor of v and vice versa. In this case we
can essentially consider u and v as having the same neighbourhood and so can impose symmetry
breaking on them. For some set S ⊆ V we denote N (S) = ∪v∈SN (v) \ S, the set of all vertices,
outside of S that are adjacent to a vertex in S.
Symmetry Breaking Condition 4 (Extended Stable Set). Let SS be a stable set meeting Condi-
tion 2 or a single vertex not in any stable set meeting Condition 2. For a vertex v ∈ V\(SS∪N (SS))
such that N (v) \ N (SS) = {w} we enforce the logical constraints:
|rv − rw| ≥ K + 1 =⇒ rv < ru ∀ u ∈ SS.
If we have already enforced an ordering for SS already, we need only add the constraint
|rv − rw| ≥ K + 1 =⇒ rv < rv1 .
Symmetry Breaking Condition 5 (Extended Clique). Let K be a clique meeting Condition
3 or a single vertex not in any clique meeting Condition 3. For a vertex v ∈ N (K) such that
(N (v) ∪ {v}) \ (N (K) ∪ K) = {w} we enforce the logical constraints
|rv − rw| ≥ K + 1 =⇒ rv < ru ∀ u ∈ K.
Finally, if we have not been able to break any symmetry via any of the previous ways we can
arbitrarily choose two vertices and impose an order on them.
Symmetry Breaking Condition 6 (Arbitrary). For any v1, v2 ∈ V enforce that rv1 < rv2.
Example 7. We will demonstrate the strength of symmetry breaking on the graph in Figure 5 with
K = 2. This instance has 12 feasible DMDGP orders:
(v4, v3, v2, v1, v0, v5) (v5, v0, v1, v2, v3, v4) (v4, v3, v2, v5, v0, v1)
(v1, v0, v5, v2, v3, v4) (v4, v2, v3, v1, v5, v0) (v0, v5, v1, v3, v2, v4)
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v0
v1
v2v3
v4
v5
Figure 5: A graph instance which is feasible for DMDGP with K = 2.
(v4, v3, v2, v1, v5, v0) (v0, v5, v1, v2, v3, v4) (v4, v2, v3, v5, v1, v0)
(v0, v1, v5, v3, v2, v4) (v4, v3, v2, v5, v1, v0) (v0, v1, v5, v2, v3, v4)
We begin by noticing that Vd[2,2] = {v4} so we fix rv4 = 0 and eliminate half the orders, leaving the
orders:
(v4, v3, v2, v1, v0, v5) (v4, v2, v3, v1, v5, v0) (v4, v3, v2, v5, v0, v1)
(v4, v3, v2, v1, v5, v0) (v4, v3, v2, v5, v1, v0) (v4, v2, v3, v5, v1, v0)
There are no stable sets meeting Symmetry Breaking Condition 2, and the only clique meeting
Symmetry Breaking Condition 3 is {v1, v5}. Thus we enforce rv1 < rv5 and eliminate another three
orders, leaving three remaining orders:
(v4, v3, v2, v1, v0, v5) (v4, v3, v2, v1, v5, v0) (v4, v3, v2, v5, v0, v1).
Since we have found a clique in Symmetry Breaking Condition 3, we first examine Symmetry
Breaking Condition 5. Beginning with K = {v1, v5} and v = v2, we have
(N (v2) ∪ {v2}) \ (N ({v1, v5}) ∪ {v1, v5}) = {v0, v1, v2, v3, v4, v5} \ {v0, v1, v2, v3, v5} = {v4}
so, w = v4 and we can add the following logical constraints:
|rv2 − rv4 | ≥ 3 =⇒ rv2 < rv5
|rv2 − rv4 | ≥ 3 =⇒ rv2 < rv1
In fact, the latter suffices since we have already added rv1 < rv1. Unfortunately this does not remove
any solutions from the pool. We now try K = {v0} and v = v5, in this case we have w = v3 and
add:
|rv5 − rv3 | ≥ 3 =⇒ rv5 < rv0
which removes a further order, yielding the remaining orders:
(v4, v3, v2, v1, v5, v0) (v4, v3, v2, v5, v0, v1).
Finally, we extend K = {v3} using v = 2, giving w = v0 and the logical constraint:
|rv2 − rv0 | ≥ 3 =⇒ rv2 < rv3
Thus symmetry breaking has reduced the solution space to a single DMDGP order:
(v4, v3, v2, v5, v0, v1)
In our experiments, we implement Symmetry Breaking Conditions 2 to 5. If none of these
conditions are met, we implement Symmetry Breaking Condition 1, because it is unlikely we will
have a vertex with degree exactly K if n is large. Finally, if all previous Symmetry Breaking
Conditions have failed, we implement Symmetry Breaking Condition 6.
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4.4 A Class of Valid Inequalities
Next, we develop some valid inequalities that can allow our models to perform better in the case
of infeasible instances. We proceed with the following intuition: if we identify some subset S ⊆ V
such that the induced subgraph of S does not have a DMDGP order, the entire set S cannot appear
consecutively in the order.
If for a given instance, (G,K), we are able to identify subsets S ⊆ V whose induced graphs,
G[S], do not have DMDGP orders for K, we can add cuts to enforce that the difference between
the maximum rank and the minimum rank of any element in S is at least |S|. Let rmax, rmin denote
the maximum rank and the minimum rank of any vertex in S, respectively. The valid inequality is:
rmax − rmin ≥ |S| (4)
We can to improve this cut by examining the vertex in S with the smallest degree in the induced
subgraph. Let δmissS (v) = |{u ∈ S \{v} |(v, u) /∈ E [S]}|, i.e., the number of edges with one endpoint
at v ∈ S missing from G[S] and let δmissS = maxv∈S δmissS (v). If K > |S| − δmissS , the difference
between the maximum rank and the minimum rank must be greater than δmissS + K, because the
v ∈ S which has δmissS , cannot be in a clique with δmissS of the vertices in S, so we need at minimum
δmissS extra vertices between the vertices of S in the order. Otherwise, if K ≤ |S| − δmissS , the
difference in ranks must be greater than |S| which is the inequality (4). So, the valid inequality is
rmax − rmin ≥ max{|S|, δmissS +K}. (5)
Example 8. Consider the from Figure 6 and K = 3, consider S = {v0, v3, v4, v5} where G[S] has
no DMDGP order since |E [S]| = 4 and Infeasibility Check 2 gives a lower bound of 6 edges for a
DMDGP order. We have
δmissS = max{δmissS (v0), δmissS (v3), δmissS (v4), δmissS (v5)}
δmissS = max{2, 0, 1, 1}
so we have max{|S|, δmissS +K} = max{4, 2 + 3} = 5. Thus (5) gives:
rmax − rmin ≥ 5
which is stronger than the original (4),
rmax − rmin ≥ 4.
Note that this may not have been the case with a different choice of S.
v0
v1
v2
v3
v4
v5
Figure 6: Graph with DMDGP order (v5, v4, v3, v2, v1, v0) for K = 3.
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The task of finding subsets of vertices S so that the subgraph induced by S does not have a
DMDGP order is as difficult as determining if the whole graph has a DMDGP order. Thus, we
would like to find sets of vertices with the most edges missing in their induced subgraph. As the
sets with the most missing edges are stable sets, we can consider stable sets in G as candidate
S sets. For any stable set SS, no pair of vertices can appear in the same (K + 1)-clique. Thus,
each pair of vertices in SS needs to have a difference in their ranks of at least K + 1, meaning the
minimum rank and maximum rank must have a difference of (|SS| − 1)(K + 1). The inequality
becomes
rmax − rmin ≥ (|SS| − 1)(K + 1). (6)
Example 9. Using the graph from Figure 6 and K = 3, consider SS = {v0, v5}. The inequality
(6) is:
rmax − rmin ≥ (2− 1)(3 + 1)
rmax − rmin ≥ 4
This observation also yields a simple check for infeasibility.
Infeasibility Check 5. Given (G,K), if the size of the maximum stable set in G is greater than
n
K+1 + 1, we can immediately say G does not have a DMDGP order with K.
Proposition 2. The inequalities (5) and (6) are incomparable.
Proof. We first show that there exists an instance for which (5) dominates (6). Consider the graph,
G1, shown in Figure 7a and let K = 3. Let S1 = {v1, v2, v3, v4, v5}, G1[S1] = G1 does not have a
DMDGP order due to Infeasibility Check 1, e.g., since v3 cannot be in the initial clique and cannot
have K adjacent immediate predecessors.
v1 v2 v3
v4v5
(a) G1
u1 u2 u3
u4 u5
(b) G2
Figure 7: Graphs used to compare valid inequalities (5) and (6).
To find the inequality (5), we calculate maxv∈S1 δmissS1 (v) = δ
miss
S1 (v3) = 3 and find:
rmax − rmin ≥ max{|S1|, δmissS1 +K} (7a)
rmax − rmin ≥ max{5, 3 + 3} (7b)
rmax − rmin ≥ 6 (7c)
The instance only has 5 vertices in total, so this single inequality is enough to prove the instance
does not have a DMDGP order. The largest stable set in the graph in Figure 7a has cardinality
two, any of which SS1 making the inequality (6)
rmax − rmin ≥ (|SS1| − 1)(K + 1) (8a)
rmax − rmin ≥ (2− 1)(3 + 1) (8b)
rmax − rmin ≥ 4 (8c)
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which is not sufficient to prove the infeasibility of the instance. Thus (5) dominates (6) in this
instance.
We now show that there exists an instance for which (6) dominates (5). Consider the graph, G2,
shown in Figure 7b and let K = 3. A maximum stable set in G2 is SS2 = {u1, u3, u5}, making the
inequality (6):
rmax − rmin ≥ (|SS2| − 1)(K + 1) (9a)
rmax − rmin ≥ (3− 1)(3 + 1) (9b)
rmax − rmin ≥ 8 (9c)
Take S2 = SS2, then G[S2] does not have a DMDGP order due to Infeasibility Check 1.We calculate
maxu∈S2 δmissS2 (u) = 2 and find:
rmax − rmin ≥ max{|S2|, δmissS2 +K} (10a)
rmax − rmin ≥ max{3, 2 + 3} (10b)
rmax − rmin ≥ 5 (10c)
Thus (6) dominates (5), and we may conclude that (5) and (6) are incomparable.
Example 10. Take the wheel graph W7, as pictured in Figure 8, with K = 3. The maximum
stable sets are {2, 4, 6} and {3, 5, 7}, which have size 3. The right-hand side of the inequality in
Infeasibility Check 5 is 73+1 + 1 = 2.75 ≤ 3. Thus we can say immediately that this instance is
infeasible.
v0
v1v2
v3
v4 v5
v6
Figure 8: A wheel graph with seven vertices, W7.
In fact, we are able to generalize this for all wheel graphs.
Proposition 3. For any wheel graph, Wn, with K ≥ 2, if n is odd and n ≥ K+1K−1 or if n is even
and n ≥ 2K+1K−1 there is no DMDGP order.
Proof. Let the vertices in the wheel are indexed as in the Figure 8, i.e., the centre vertex has index
0, while the ones in the peripheral cycle are indexed from [1, n] counter clock-wise starting at an
arbitrary one.
• Case 1: When n is odd, a maximum stable set in Wn is {1, 3, . . . , n− 2} with size n−12 . For
the right-hand side of the inequality in Infeasibility Check 5 to hold, we need
n− 1
2
≥ n
K + 1
+ 1
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n2
− n
K + 1
≥ 1
2
n
(
1
2
− 1
K + 1
)
≥ 1
2
n ≥ K + 1
K − 1 .
• Case 2: Similarly, when n is even, a maximum stable set in Wn is {1, 3, . . . , n− 3} with size
n
2 . So we need:
n
2
≥ n
K + 1
+ 1
n
(
1
2
− 1
K + 1
)
≥ 1
n ≥ 2K + 1
K − 1 .
Thus the inequalities hold.
Finally, we define these valid inequalities so that they may be added to the (CPRANK) and
(CPCOMBINED) formulations. Given a stable set SS ⊆ V, and the rank variables rv we have
max{rv|v ∈ SS} −min{rv|v ∈ SS} ≥ (|SS| − 1)(K + 1).
5 Computational Results
5.1 Instances
We perform our numerical experiments on a test data set consisting of randomly generated graphs.
We divide the test set into small instances, having n ∈ {20, 25, . . . , 60} and the expected edge den-
sity (measured as D = 2|E|n(n−1)) in {0.3, 0.5, 0.7}, and large instances which have n ∈ {65, 70 . . . , 100}
and the expected edge density in {0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5}. For each n, density pair, we generate three
graph instances using the dense gnm random graph() method in the NetworkX Python package
[3], which chooses a graph uniformly at random from the set of all graphs with n nodes and m
edges. Table 1 presents a summary of the instances. We remark that a portion of the instances
were unsolved by any method, we denote these as unsolved instances.
We remark that for the small instance data set, all 27 graph instances with D = 0.3 were
infeasible and all 27 graph instances with D = 0.7 were feasible. When D = 0.5, we have 6
instances which are infeasible, all of which have n = 20 or n = 25, the 20 feasible instances have
n ≥ 30. The single unsolved instance in this data set has n = 35 and D = 0.5.
For large instances, preliminary results showed all instances with D > 0.5 were feasible and
solved in less than a second. For this reason we focus our study on instances with D ≤ 0.5, which
give more insights into the solution methods. The 24 instances with D = 0.2 were infeasible and
the 24 instances with D = 0.5 were feasible. The instances with D = 0.3 and D = 0.4 where much
more difficult to solve. For instances with D = 0.3, we found 9 infeasible instances, those with
n = 65, 70, 75, with all others unsolved. For large instances with D = 0.4, only 4 instances were
feasible with 20 others unsolved. The feasible instances had large numbers of vertices with the
smallest having 80 vertices.
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Table 1: Random graph instances.
n D # Instances # Feasible # Infeasible # Unsolved
small 20-60
0.3 27 0 27 0
0.5 27 20 6 1
0.7 27 27 0 0
Total 81 47 33 1
large 65-100
0.2 24 0 24 0
0.3 24 0 9 15
0.4 24 4 0 20
0.5 24 24 0 0
Total 96 28 33 35
5.2 Experimental Setup
To solve the IPs we use the solver IBM ILOG CPLEX version 12.8.0 and to solve the CPs we use
IBM ILOG CP Optimizer version 12.8.0. All models were implemented in C++ and run on MacOs
with 16GB RAM and a 2.3 GHz Intel Core i5 processor, using a single thread. We use K = 3 for
all experiments as this is the value of K frequently used in applications. The time limit is set to
7200 seconds.
5.3 Computational Results and Discussion
In this section, we provide our observations based on a thorough computational study. All the
detailed experimental result tables are provided in Appendix C. Here, we only summarize our main
findings.
We start by comparing our CP formulations with the vertex-rank IP formulation (IPVR) of
[1]. In Figure 9, we provide performance profiles for the solutions times of different models on
small instances. Note that solution times are given in a logarithmic scale. We observe that
the CP formulations all outperform (IPVR). For small feasible instances, as seen in Figure 9a,
(CPRANK) is able to solve 27 instances in less than a second. However, for feasible instances
(CPCOMBINED) and (CPVERTEX) perform the best overall, with (CPVERTEX) solving one more in-
stance than (CPCOMBINED) within the time limit. The performance profile for small infeasible
instances in Figure 9b clearly shows that (CPCOMBINED) has the best performance on infeasible
instances.
We note that the IP formulations from the literature do not perform well against the CP
formulations, which can be seen in detail in Table 3 of Appendix C. (IPCD) is able to solve instances
with D = 0.3 and n ≤ 40 in less than a second. These are also the instances that are infeasible.
However, for higher densities, and as n increases, (IPCD) either hits the time limit or memory
limit with 50% of the instances hitting the time or memory limit for (IPCD), due to the large
number of ordered cliques for larger and more dense instances. On average the instances have
165, 875 ordered cliques, with the smallest number of ordered cliques being 48 and the largest
being 1, 406, 256 cliques. Table 5 of Appendix C shows that (IPRELAX) has performance similar
to (IPCD), performing best when the number of nodes is small and when the density is low. For
n ≥ 30, (IPRELAX) is unable to solve any feasible instance (all of which have D = 0.5 or D = 0.7)
without running out of time or memory. In fact, when the time limit is hit, we are still in the
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(a) Small feasible instances (b) Small infeasible instances
Figure 9: Solution times of the models for small instances.
root node of the tree, for instances with n ≥ 50. Even when we relax the ordering constraints on
the cliques, we still have a large number of unordered cliques. The smallest number of unordered
cliques for an instance is 2 and the largest is 58, 594, on average an instance has 6, 911 unordered
cliques. (IPVR) begins to hit the time limit at n = 25 and for n ≥ 35 it is only able to solve one
instance with D < 0.7. This confirms the observations of [1], but we have also shown that neither
(IPCD) nor (IPVR) scale well.
Table 3 of Appendix C also reveals that (CPRANK) is able to solve instances with D = 0.7 in
less than a second, however, it begins to hit the time limit for n ≥ 35 when D = 0.3. For D = 0.5,
(CPRANK) is able to solve instances but is outperformed by (CPCOMBINED) and (CPVERTEX). We
also remark that after 25 nodes, the number of choice points for exceeds solving with (CPRANK)
exceed one million. (CPVERTEX) performs best on instances with D = 0.7, but as n increases,
(CPVERTEX) is outperformed slightly by (CPCOMBINED) in terms of time and choice points.
Overall, we conclude low density instances are hard for the CP models. However, high density
is trivial even with 60 nodes. For these reasons, we focus on densities less than or equal to 0.5, but
increase the granularity. Due to their poor performance, we exclude the IPs from further study.
We now direct our focus to the two best performing models (CPCOMBINED) and (CPVERTEX) for
large instances.
(a) Large feasible instances (b) Large infeasible instances
Figure 10: Solution times of the best performing models for large instances.
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The performance profiles for the solutions times of different models on large instances are given
in Figure 10 where we observe that (CPCOMBINED) outperforms (CPVERTEX), as it is able to solve
more instances in both the feasible and infeasible cases. In Table 4 of Appendix C, we can see that
(CPCOMBINED) takes less time than (CPVERTEX). We note however, that for large instances more
than a third of the instances were unsolved by any method. For these large instances, those with
D = 0.2 or D = 0.5 were all solved in less than 2 minutes. The D = 0.3 and D = 0.4 are more
difficult with only four instances with D = 0.4 solved and no instances with D = 0.3 and n ≥ 80
solved. Thus there is still opportunity to improve the CP formulations.
5.3.1 Enhancements
We next compare the strength of the enhancements on (CPCOMBINED) with small instances. For
both the domain reduction and the symmetry breaking, we apply the infeasibility checks before
solving. The infeasibility checks are able to prove four instances are infeasible without having to
solve a mathematical program. The implementation of the class of valid inequalities from Section
4.4 is left as a future work.
Solution times for (CPCOMBINED) with domain reduction and the symmetry breaking, as well as
both enhancements and with no enhancements are shown in Figure 11. We observe that for feasible
instances, the enhancements are actually slightly detrimental to the performance of (CPCOMBINED).
In fact, when both symmetry breaking and domain reduction are added to the model we are able
to solve one less instance than without any enhancements at all. However, for infeasible instances,
adding the enhancements to the model allow instances to be solved faster than without. We observe
that both symmetry breaking and domain reduction alone improve upon (CPCOMBINED), although
the best performance is seen when both are applied to the model at the same time.
(a) Small feasible instances (b) Small infeasible instances
Figure 11: Solution times of the alternatives for enhancements.
We observe that we do not identify any instances that meet conditions to apply Infeasibility
Checks 2 and 4, Domain Reduction Rule 2, and Symmetry Breaking Conditions 3, 2, 1. We present
the results for the enhancements in Table 6. We focus on small instances since we were unable
to apply any enhancements other than arbitrary symmetry breaking to the large instances. We
also see that up to n = 50 the number for domain reduction and symmetry breaking decrease as
n increases. We believe this is because as n increases, it is less likely to have degree less than
2K, since K is small with respect to n and it is less likely that two vertices will have the same
neighbourhoods.
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We conclude that for feasible instances the enhancements produce a slight increase in the time to
find a solution, and can be detrimental to some instances but that the overall effect is not significant.
The enhancements are however beneficial for infeasible instances. A possible future work is to
incorporate these enhancements into the CP search tree for further propagation opportunities and
apply them at every node of the search.
6 Conclusion
We propose the first CP formulations for the DMDGP and compare them against two existing IP
formulations in the literature. We also introduce three classes of enhancements to help solve the
DMDGP; namely infeasibility checks, domain reduction, and symmetry breaking.
Our computational results show our models outperform the state-of-the-art IP formulations.
They also indicate that these enhancements are particularly useful for infeasible instances, but may
negatively impact the amount of time it takes to solve feasible instances. We also provide the first
class of valid inequalities for DMDGP, whose implementation remains as future work.
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A Details of the Existing IP Models
Prior to this work, Cassioli et al. [1] present two IP formulations for CTOP.
A.1 The vertex-rank IP
Let xvr be a binary variable, which takes value 1 if a vertex v ∈ V is receives rank r ∈ [n−1] in the
order, and 0 otherwise. Since CTOP is a satisfiability problem, we are simply looking for a feasible
order, there is no objective. The so-called vertex-rank IP formulation is as follows:
(IPVR) :
∑
r∈[n−1]
xvr = 1 ∀ v ∈ V (11a)∑
v∈V
xvr = 1 ∀ r ∈ [n− 1] (11b)∑
u∈N (v)
∑
j∈[r−1]
xuj ≥ rxvr ∀ v ∈ V, r ∈ [1,K − 1] (11c)∑
u∈N (v)
∑
j∈[r−K,r−1]
xuj ≥ Kxvr ∀ v ∈ V, r ∈ [K,n− 1] (11d)
xvr ∈ {0, 1} ∀ v ∈ V, r ∈ [n− 1] (11e)
Constraints (11a) and (11b) enforce a one-to-one assignment between the vertices and the ranks,
so that each vertex appears exactly once in the order and that each rank gets exactly one vertex.
Constraints (11c) enforce that there must be an initial clique of size K, i.e., that the vertices in
positions [K − 1] are all adjacent to their predecessors. Constraints (11d) enforce each vertex with
a rank in [K,n − 1] has at least K adjacent immediate predecessors. Finally, constraints (11e)
ensure the binary domain of the vertex-rank variables.
Proof of Proposition 1. We claim that setting xvr =
1
n for all v ∈ V, r ∈ [n−1] always yields
a feasible solution to the LP relaxation of (IPVR). We show the proposed solution satisfies all LP
constraints. For constraints (11a), fixing v ∈ V gives∑
r∈[n−1]
1
n
= n · 1
n
= 1.
Similarly, for constraints (11b), fixing r ∈ [n− 1] gives∑
v∈V
1
n
= |V| · 1
n
= n · 1
n
= 1.
For constraints (11c), for any v ∈ V and r ∈ [1,K − 1] we have∑
u∈N (v)
∑
j∈[r−1]
1
n
≥
∑
j∈[r−1]
1
n
= r
1
n
where the inequality follows from |N (v)| ≥ 1 since G is connected. Finally, for constraints (11d),
for any v ∈ V and r ∈ [K,n− 1] we have∑
u∈N (v)
∑
j∈[r−K,r−1]
1
n
≥
∑
j∈[r−K,r−1]
1
n
= K · 1
n
.
again, due to |N (v)| ≥ 1 since G is connected.
Thus xvr =
1
n satisfies all constraints and the LP relaxation is feasible. 
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A.2 The clique digraph IP and its relaxation
As stated in Key Property 1, a DMDGP order is a series of overlapping induced (K + 1)-cliques
in G, which cover all the vertices and share K vertices between adjacent pairs. Define a clique
digraph D = (O,A), where O is the index set of all ordered cliques {oj}j∈O of size K + 1 in
the input graph G, where oj = (v
j
1, v
j
2, . . . , v
j
K+1), i.e., represented simply by its ordered vertices.
There is an arc (oi, oj) ∈ A between oi, oj ∈ O if viK+1 = vjK , i.e., if the two cliques overlap
by K vertices and differ only by the first and the last vertex respectively. For instance, in the
example given in Figure 1, there will be an arc in A between the vertices corresponding to the
ordered 3-cliques (v4, v2, v3) and (v2, v3, v1). Let `i be the last vertex of a clique oi ∈ O. In this
setting a DMDGP order is described by a path (of cliques) P = (o1, o2, . . . , on−K) in D where
{v ∈ oc1} ∪ {`i : i ∈ [2, n −K]} = V. That is, the initial clique and the last vertices of all other
cliques cover V. For instance, the DMDGP order given in Figure 1b is described by the path of
cliques o1 = (v4, v2, v3), o2 = (v2, v3, v1), o3 = (v3, v1, v5) and o4 = (v1, v5, v0).
Define binary variables xij = 1 if the arc (i, j) ∈ A is selected in the path solution P , 0 otherwise.
Let binary variables γj = 1 if j ∈ O is the first clique in P and λj = 1 if j ∈ O is the last clique
in P . Define binary precedence variables puv = 1 if u ∈ V precedes v ∈ V in the DMDGP order.
Then the clique digraph IP formulation is as follows:
(IPCD) : min
∑
(i,j)∈A
xij (12a)
s.t.
∑
j∈O
γj = 1 (12b)∑
j∈O
λj = 1 (12c)
γi +
∑
j∈O
(j,i)∈A
xji = λi +
∑
j∈O
(i,j)∈A
xij ∀ i ∈ O (12d)
∑
j∈O:
(i,j)∈A
xij ≤ 1 ∀ i ∈ O (12e)
∑
j∈O:
v∈oj
γj +
∑
(i,j)∈A:
oj\oi={v}
xij = 1 ∀ v ∈ V (12f)
puv + pvu = 1 ∀ v, u ∈ V s.t. v 6= u (12g)
puv + pvw + pwu ≤ 2 ∀ v, u, w ∈ V s.t. v 6= u 6= w (12h)
pvikv
i
k+1
≥ xij ∀ (i, j) ∈ A, k ∈ [1,K] (12i)
pviK+1v
≥ xij ∀ (i, j) ∈ A, v = oj \ oi (12j)
pvikv
i
k+1
≥ γi + λi ∀ i ∈ O, k ∈ [1,K] (12k)
γi ∈ {0, 1} ∀ i ∈ O (12l)
λi ∈ {0, 1} ∀ i ∈ O (12m)
xij ∈ {0, 1} ∀ (i, j) ∈ A (12n)
puv ∈ {0, 1} ∀ u, v ∈ V (12o)
Objective (12a) imposes that we will select the minimum number of arcs required to form the
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path P . Constraints (12b) and (12c) ensure there is exactly one initial clique and one last clique
selected. Constraints (12d) ensure that flow balance holds in the path P except at the first and
last nodes which have one arc out and one arc in respectively. These flow balance constraints also
ensure a correct predecessor relationship between the cliques in P . Constraints (12e) ensure each
clique has at most one successor, one if it is in the path and not the last clique and none otherwise.
Constraints (12f) ensure that the cliques selected cover all the vertices in V. Constraints (12g) and
(12h) impose a linear order among vertex pairs and triplets. Constraints (12i), (12j), and (12k) 2
ensure that each clique is ordered. Constraints (12i) impose that vik precedes vertex v
i
k+1 if ordered
clique i has an outgoing arc in the path solution P . Constraints (12j) ensure that if arc (i, j) ∈ A
is selected in P , the vertex of j not in i, v, is preceded by all other vertices of j in i, which have
been ordered by (12i). Constraints (12k) are similar to (12i), except they order the vertices of the
first and last clique. Finally, constraints (12l), (12m), (12n), and (12o) enforce the binary domains
of all variables.
(IPCD) is disadvantaged by the potential number of vertices in the clique digraph D, the cardi-
nality of O can be quite large even for relatively sparse graphs. To reduce the number of variables
in (IPCD), Cassioli et al. [1] present a relaxation of the clique digraph formulation which considers
unordered cliques. The idea is to relax the ordering constraints in the formulation and to solve this
relaxation as a first check for the existence of a DMDGP order. In this case, the worst case number
of vertices in D can be reduced by a factor of (K + 1)!. Let O now denote the set of unordered
cliques of size K + 1 in G. Let binary variable zj = 1 if the unordered clique j ∈ O is used in P .
The unordered clique IP relaxation of (IPCD) is as follows:
(IPRELAX) : min
∑
(i,j)∈A
xij (13a)
s.t. (12b)− (12h) (13b)
puv ≥ xij ∀ (i, j) ∈ A, u ∈ oi, v = oj \ oi (13c)
zj ≥ xij ∀ (i, j) ∈ A (13d)
zi ≥ γi ∀ i ∈ O (13e)∑
i∈O:
v∈oi
zi ≤ K + 1 ∀ v ∈ V (13f)
(12l)− (12n) (13g)
zi ∈ {0, 1} ∀ i ∈ O (13h)
(13a) and(13b) are the same as in (IPCD). However, we have relaxed the clique ordering constraints,
(12i)-(12k), so now constraints (13c) ensure we have that if arc (i, j) ∈ A is selected in P , all u ∈ oi
precede vertex v, the only vertex of j not in i. Constraints (13d) ensure we have correctly linked
the arc variables and clique variables to the indicator zj , so that it is 1 if a clique is part of an
arc selected in the solution path P , while the indicator for the first clique is activated through
constraints (13e). The constraints (13f) impose that each vertex appears in at most K + 1 cliques.
These constraints are another relaxation, since to make it exact we would need to enforce that all
vertices except the first and last K appear in K + 1 cliques, however this will require many more
variables to express. Finally constraints (13g) and (13h) enforce the variable domains.
When a solution to (IPRELAX) is found, it must be verified as this solution does not necessarily
yield a DMDGP order. The verification is a simple check to ensure the p solution forms a DMDGP
2In [1], the variables for predecessors are given as wuv, only in these constraints, we believe this is a typo that the
variables are in fact puv.
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order. The strength in this formulation is that if (IPRELAX) is infeasible, there is no DMDGP order
for the instance.
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B Summary of DMDGP Formulations and Enhancements
DMDGP: Given a graph G = (V, E) and integer K > 0, minimally, a DMDGP order is a series of (K + 1)-cliques which overlap by at least K vertices.
FORMULATIONS Variables Domain Number Constraints Number Comments
Literature
Vertex-rank (IPVR) xvr {0, 1} n2 1-1 assignment 2n
clique n2
Clique Digraph (IPCD) xoioj {0, 1} |O|2 select initial and last clique 2 Enumerate ordered (K + 1)-cliques
γoj {0, 1} |O| flow balance |O|
λoj {0, 1} |O| successor |O|
puv {0, 1} |V|2 vertex covering |V|
precedence |V|2 + |V|3
clique ordering (2K + 1)× |O|2
Clique Digraph Relax. (IPRELAX) xoioj {0, 1} |O|2 select initial and last clique 2 Enumerate (K + 1)-cliques
γoj {0, 1} |O| flow balance |O| If infeasible, no DMDGP
λoj {0, 1} |O| successor |O| o.w., may or may not have DMDGP
puv {0, 1} n2 vertex covering |V|
precedence |V|2 + |V|3
relaxed clique ordering 2|O|2 + |O|
no. times vertex in clique |V|
New
CP Rank (CPRANK) rv [n− 1] n AllDifferent 1
clique |V|2
CP Vertex (CPVERTEX) vr [|V| − 1] n AllDifferent 1
clique |V|2
CP Combined (CPCOMBINED) rv [n− 1] n inverse 1 Combines CP Rank and CP Vertex
vr [|V| − 1] n clique 2|V|2
ENHANCEMENTS Symmetry Breaking
Infeasibility Checks Arbitrary rv1 < rv2
Minimum Degree d(v) < K Degree K rvi = 0 and rvj = n− 1
Minimum Edges |E| < (|V| − 12)K − 12K2 Stable Set Same Neighbours rv1 < rv2 < · · · < rvk
UB on Small Deg. Vertices
∣∣Vd[K,K+δ]∣∣ > 2(δ + 1) + 1 Clique Same Neighbours rv1 < rv2 < · · · < rvk
LB on Large Deg. Vertices
∣∣Vd[2K,n−1]∣∣ ≤ n− (2K + 1) Extended Stable Set |rv − rw| ≥ K + 1 =⇒ rv < ru
Max Stable Set SS > nK+1 + 1 Extended Clique |rv − rw| ≥ K + 1 =⇒ rv < ru
Domain Reduction Valid Inequalities
Small Deg Vertices [d(v)−K] ∪ [n− 1− (d(v)−K), n− 1] Vertex Subset rmax − rmin ≥ |S|
Neighb. Small Deg. Vertices [d(v∗)] ∪ [n− 1− d(v∗), n− 1] Improved Vertex Subset rmax − rmin ≥ max{|S|, δmissS +K}
Stable Set rmax − rmin ≥ (|SS| − 1)(K + 1)
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C DMDGP Results
We provide the following tables:
• Table 3 compares the integer programming formulations from the literature, namely the
vertex-rank formulation (IPVR) and the clique digraph formulation (IPCD), with the newly
proposed constraint programming formulations, namely the rank-based primal formulation
(CPRANK), the vertex-based dual formulation (CPVERTEX) and the combined formulation
(CPCOMBINED) on the small instances for a variety of densities.
• Table 4 compares the CP formulations (CPVERTEX) and (CPCOMBINED), on the large instances
for low to medium densities.
• Table 5 compares the IP Clique Digraph formulations (IPCD) and (IPRELAX) on small in-
stances.
• Table 6 compares the (CPCOMBINED) formulation with and without enhancements, on small
instances. It also gives the enhancement rule that was applied and to how many vertices or
sets using the following conventions:
– [Infr] refers to Infeasibility Check r, either 1 or 3.
– [DRr] refers to Domain Reduction Rule 1 which has been applied to r vertices.
– [ESSs] refers to Symmetry Breaking Condition 4 which has been applied to s stable
sets.
– [EKc] refers to Symmetry Breaking Condition 5 which has been applied to c cliques
– [Arb] refers to an arbitrary ordering on two vertices, as in Symmetry Breaking Condition
6.
We note that Infeasibility Checks 2 and 4, Domain Reduction Rule 2, and Symmetry Breaking
Conditions 3, 2, 1 are excluded from the table since they were never applied.
For the instances, we have:
• “n”: The number of vertices in the input graph.
– n ∈ {20, 25, . . . , 60} for the small instances.
– n ∈ {65, 70, . . . , 100} for the large instances.
• “D”: The edge density of the input graph.
– D ∈ {0.3, 0.5, 0.7} for the small instances.
– D ∈ {0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5} for the large instances.
• “Inst.”: The assigned instance number from {1, 2, 3} for each (n,D) combination.
• “Status”: Feasibility status of the instance; “Feas.” and “Infeas.” if it is proven to be feasible
and infeasible by any of the methods, respectively, “Unsol.” otherwise as it is not solved by
any method.
We also have:
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• “Time”: Solution time in seconds if the instance is solved in the given time limit, “TL” if the
instance hit the time limit, “MEM” if the instance hit the memory limit.
• “BB Nodes”: The number of branch-and-bound nodes explored (for the IP formulations);
exact if it is less than one thousand, lower bound rounded to the closest million otherwise
where a single decimal point is used up to between one million for a better accuracy.
• “Ch.Pts.”: The number of choice points (for the CP formulations); the number convention is
the same as the “BB Nodes”.
• ”Solved”: indicates if a feasible solution was found.
• “DMDGP found”: “Yes” if the feasible solution is a DMDGP order, “No” otherwise.
• “# cliques”: the number of ordered and unordered cliques for (IPCD) and (IPRELAX) respec-
tively.
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Table 3: Integer programming and constraint programming results for small instances
(IPVR) (IPCD) (CPRANK) (CPVERTEX) (CPCOMBINED)
n D Inst. Status Time BB Nodes Time BB Nodes Time Ch.Pts. Time Ch.Pts. Time Ch.Pts.
20 0.3 1 Infeas. 41.43 5981 0.00 0 0.16 8937 0.17 8937 0.04 1436
2 Infeas. 0.01 0 0.00 0 0.13 7286 0.13 7286 0.05 1777
3 Infeas. 29.08 5188 0.00 0 0.15 8255 0.14 8255 0.07 2345
0.5 1 Infeas. 132.53 52865 4.13 0 0.21 10850 0.19 10850 0.83 18994
2 Infeas. 156.95 79733 5.66 0 0.13 7408 0.12 7408 0.35 8927
3 Infeas. 27.35 8844 1.86 0 0.15 8279 0.13 8279 0.50 13013
0.7 1 Feas. 0.18 0 TL 0 0.00 55 0.00 55 0.02 680
2 Feas. 0.22 125 TL 0 0.00 57 0.00 57 0.00 38
3 Feas. 0.27 112 TL 0 0.00 15 0.00 15 0.01 112
25 0.3 1 Infeas. 0.02 0 0.00 0 10.35 417400 9.54 417400 0.13 3461
2 Infeas. 105.34 6376 0.00 0 8.86 382191 8.34 382191 0.20 5257
3 Infeas. 59.15 5303 0.00 0 6.55 276282 6.24 276282 0.12 3089
0.5 1 Infeas. 3835.96 882598 0.03 0 34.84 > 1.1M 35.07 > 1.1M 4.32 81426
2 Infeas. TL > 1.8M 962.72 0 114.68 > 3.1M 105.60 > 3.1M 19.22 319579
3 Infeas. TL > 1.8M 632.05 0 31.15 > 1.0M 29.88 > 1.0M 17.80 291669
0.7 1 Feas. 5.70 3902 MEM - 0.00 39 0.00 39 0.01 53
2 Feas. 0.56 251 MEM - 0.00 109 0.00 109 0.01 39
3 Feas. 0.43 39 MEM - 0.00 26 0.00 26 0.01 142
30 0.3 1 Infeas. 843.31 52684 0.00 0 308.12 > 9.2M 275.54 > 9.2M 0.46 10611
2 Infeas. 639.51 33523 0.00 0 368.72 > 9.6M 319.04 > 9.6M 0.16 3976
3 Infeas. 531.50 31092 0.00 0 251.35 > 7.3M 207.21 > 7.3M 0.28 6439
0.5 1 Feas. TL > 1.2M TL 0 66.41 > 2.8M 60.01 > 2.8M 301.12 > 3.9M
2 Unsol. TL 954489 TL 0 TL > 102M TL > 38M TL > 34M
3 Feas. TL > 1.2M TL 0 89.47 > 4.3M 86.23 > 4.3M 13.86 211791
0.7 1 Feas. 0.72 203 MEM - 0.00 33 0.00 33 0.01 92
2 Feas. 1.16 540 MEM - 0.00 112 0.00 112 0.01 28
3 Feas. 2.24 1285 MEM - 0.00 33 0.00 33 0.01 150
35 0.3 1 Infeas. TL 463579 0.00 0 TL > 308M 3.64 64106 0.67 11443
2 Infeas. TL 244370 0.00 0 TL > 363M 1.96 34966 0.49 8407
3 Infeas. TL 529463 0.00 0 TL > 267M 2.26 39734 0.64 10695
0.5 1 Feas. TL > 1.4M TL 0 279.32 > 13M 279.27 > 13M 4.94 72259
2 Feas. TL > 1.0M TL 0 26.89 > 1.2M 27.32 > 1.2M 57.81 852099
3 Feas. TL > 1.0M TL 0 4825.99 > 271M 227.75 > 3.3M TL > 54M
0.7 1 Feas. 1.33 95 MEM - 0.00 39 0.00 39 0.01 64
2 Feas. 1.35 166 MEM - 0.01 267 0.00 267 0.02 156
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3 Feas. 1.58 74 MEM - 0.00 37 0.00 37 0.01 33
40 0.3 1 Infeas. TL 253348 0.00 0 TL > 323M 8.31 115261 1.48 21456
2 Infeas. TL 179520 0.00 0 TL > 41M 4.19 46781 0.83 9965
3 Infeas. TL 215387 0.00 0 TL > 40M 5.72 60167 1.72 19083
0.5 1 Feas. TL > 1.0M MEM - 557.97 > 24M 19.38 260630 19.97 271405
2 Feas. TL 878086 MEM - 37.55 > 1.6M 27.10 255850 13.07 142861
3 Feas. TL 831307 MEM - 35.85 > 1.5M 7.17 66531 7.42 78106
0.7 1 Feas. 1.33 0 MEM - 0.00 36 0.02 129 0.02 183
2 Feas. 2.77 123 MEM - 0.00 44 0.02 42 0.02 36
3 Feas. 2.21 50 MEM - 0.00 176 0.02 36 0.03 125
45 0.3 1 Infeas. TL 167176 0.01 0 TL > 298M 7.19 90775 2.60 31469
2 Infeas. TL 99401 0.01 0 TL > 42M 114.80 880866 2.50 24124
3 Infeas. TL 119535 1.89 0 TL > 41M 8.98 83243 4.00 38504
0.5 1 Feas. 242.69 10702 MEM - 9.75 430149 3.90 45878 5.55 68384
2 Feas. TL 565030 MEM - 237.99 > 10M 12.83 110712 5.22 50918
3 Feas. TL 676199 MEM - 33.00 > 1.4M 16.46 126690 10.11 96050
0.7 1 Feas. 4.04 132 MEM - 0.00 41 0.03 223 0.02 41
2 Feas. 1.53 0 MEM - 0.00 40 0.04 111 0.03 53
3 Feas. 2.86 10 MEM - 0.00 46 0.10 927 0.04 109
50 0.3 1 Infeas. TL 68691 0.02 0 TL > 280M 52.05 511756 11.45 116440
2 Infeas. TL 103348 7.04 0 TL > 37M 41.02 291215 4.13 32241
3 Infeas. TL 69546 0.02 0 TL > 37M 50.03 346939 9.03 66335
0.5 1 Feas. TL 283084 MEM - 287.47 > 12M 23.33 233560 67.73 688947
2 Feas. TL 554285 MEM - 32.18 > 1.3M 38.12 284579 5.83 48697
3 Feas. TL 473504 MEM - 153.82 > 6.3M 17.44 126155 1.52 12150
0.7 1 Feas. 6.59 273 MEM - 0.00 52 0.03 46 0.03 47
2 Feas. 9.27 195 MEM - 0.00 46 0.25 2140 0.07 384
3 Feas. 9.01 201 MEM - 0.00 48 0.18 1276 0.05 206
55 0.3 1 Infeas. TL 49459 14.13 0 TL > 261M 24.48 227794 5.80 51111
2 Infeas. TL 51372 0.03 0 TL > 32M 57.38 336906 9.72 65877
3 Infeas. TL 46087 0.03 0 TL > 32M 231.00 > 1.2M 9.44 57639
0.5 1 Feas. TL 475709 MEM - 158.49 > 6.2M 23.93 209246 11.74 108400
2 Feas. TL 483159 MEM - 1.92 73055 10.12 64428 10.00 68857
3 Feas. TL 390397 MEM - 52.05 > 1.9M 34.35 219215 10.34 69454
0.7 1 Feas. 16.19 141 MEM - 0.00 359 0.04 53 0.05 103
2 Feas. 14.80 439 MEM - 0.00 72 0.20 1495 0.06 194
3 Feas. 11.65 193 MEM - 0.00 53 0.36 2888 0.06 50
60 0.3 1 Infeas. TL 24403 4061.37 0 TL > 268M 4228.51 > 24M 21.85 154057
2 Infeas. TL 14867 26.81 0 TL > 34M 329.04 > 1.7M 29.17 149081
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3 Infeas. TL 18187 0.07 0 TL > 42M TL > 4.8M 26.61 133849
0.5 1 Feas. TL 349369 MEM - 92.38 > 3.4M 36.77 272576 8.36 68737
2 Feas. TL 141418 MEM - 117.15 > 5.5M 28.00 145198 5.38 33138
3 Feas. TL 279238 MEM - 4.05 191858 229.16 > 1.1M 10.57 61996
0.7 1 Feas. 34.36 180 MEM - 0.00 56 0.19 1356 0.07 286
2 Feas. 25.75 596 MEM - 0.00 69 0.09 295 0.08 116
3 Feas. 35.99 278 MEM - 0.00 61 0.08 120 0.09 116
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Table 4: Constraint programming results for large instances
(CPVERTEX) (CPCOMBINED)
n D Inst. Status Time Ch.Pts. Time Ch.Pts.
65 0.2 1 Infeas. 17.61 153448 3.41 28876
2 Infeas. 32.99 288584 1.38 13788
3 Infeas. 11.71 105115 3.86 35056
0.3 1 Infeas. 1447.95 > 8.6M 19.04 112501
2 Infeas. TL > 36M 153.26 893145
3 Infeas. 416.50 > 2.8M 23.17 149779
0.4 1 Unsol. TL > 41M TL > 44M
2 Unsol. TL > 41M TL > 47M
3 Unsol. TL > 40M TL > 43M
0.5 1 Feas. 3.26 16933 12.26 80726
2 Feas. 33.44 153738 7.71 50874
3 Feas. 65.80 300763 5.57 37970
70 0.2 1 Infeas. 12.59 110010 2.26 18890
2 Infeas. 43.28 343398 3.84 33005
3 Infeas. 11.78 99996 2.53 20680
0.3 1 Infeas. TL > 33M 1786.21 > 9.1M
2 Infeas. TL > 33M 187.20 > 1.0M
3 Infeas. TL > 33M 534.36 > 2.6M
0.4 1 Unsol. TL > 36M TL > 42M
2 Unsol. TL > 38M TL > 40M
3 Unsol. TL > 39M TL > 42M
0.5 1 Feas. 32.85 141671 23.37 136178
2 Feas. 19.08 82656 17.71 110506
3 Feas. 7.32 33301 10.40 45503
75 0.2 1 Infeas. 48.11 335713 8.82 55683
2 Infeas. 31.59 232998 3.36 24568
3 Infeas. 80.97 569450 6.92 52401
0.3 1 Infeas. TL > 30M 311.50 > 1.3M
2 Infeas. TL > 32M 5691.67 > 24M
3 Infeas. TL > 31M 1333.10 > 6.1M
0.4 1 Unsol. TL > 32M TL > 36M
2 Unsol. TL > 34M TL > 36M
3 Unsol. TL > 33M TL > 38M
0.5 1 Feas. 31.49 116386 25.67 100150
2 Feas. 9.51 37830 17.77 68009
3 Feas. 58.04 217757 18.96 73352
80 0.2 1 Infeas. 49.21 307767 8.09 52358
2 Infeas. 41.63 268894 7.60 54502
3 Infeas. 35.98 237117 6.93 47088
0.3 1 Unsol. TL > 30M TL > 27M
2 Unsol. TL > 31M TL > 26M
3 Unsol. TL > 29M TL > 25M
0.4 1 Feas. TL > 31M 1533.58 > 7.1M
2 Unsol. TL > 31M TL > 32M
3 Unsol. TL > 30M TL > 32M
0.5 1 Feas. 66.56 209433 92.59 335724
2 Feas. 30.03 98217 0.90 2958
3 Feas. 33.29 106091 21.12 74635
85 0.2 1 Infeas. 49.65 267182 12.46 68190
2 Infeas. 41.17 237602 6.49 39652
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3 Infeas. 153.82 842224 13.46 75735
0.3 1 Unsol. TL > 28M TL > 25M
2 Unsol. TL > 28M TL > 24M
3 Unsol. TL > 27M TL > 24M
0.4 1 Unsol. TL > 27M TL > 30M
2 Unsol. TL > 27M TL > 30M
3 Unsol. TL > 26M TL > 29M
0.5 1 Feas. 13.10 40277 20.78 66100
2 Feas. 116.45 329149 19.48 61788
3 Feas. 44.04 128413 28.74 89503
90 0.2 1 Infeas. 179.46 875419 14.04 75851
2 Infeas. 700.04 > 3.2M 16.79 89545
3 Infeas. 152.60 774463 15.51 78523
0.3 1 Unsol. TL > 26M TL > 23M
2 Unsol. TL > 25M TL > 22M
3 Unsol. TL > 26M TL > 23M
0.4 1 Unsol. TL > 24M TL > 26M
2 Unsol. TL > 26M TL > 27M
3 Unsol. TL > 24M TL > 26M
0.5 1 Feas. 175.74 560711 10.82 31981
2 Feas. 56.74 195107 68.16 192890
3 Feas. 76.43 261077 50.39 135239
95 0.2 1 Infeas. 287.83 > 1.2M 23.91 111856
2 Infeas. 65.78 302077 20.94 100469
3 Infeas. 66.42 315100 28.28 138919
0.3 1 Unsol. TL > 24M TL > 21M
2 Unsol. TL > 23M TL > 20M
3 Unsol. TL > 23M TL > 20M
0.4 1 Unsol. TL > 21M TL > 23M
2 Feas. TL > 21M 2513.75 > 8.4M
3 Feas. TL > 22M 3430.48 > 11M
0.5 1 Feas. 10.91 40677 16.92 42228
2 Feas. 707.24 > 2.0M 8.40 19381
3 Feas. 16.50 54938 35.70 88161
100 0.2 1 Infeas. 187.33 779964 15.19 66854
2 Infeas. 163.76 678010 24.21 104611
3 Infeas. 566.96 > 2.2M 33.96 127417
0.3 1 Unsol. TL > 21M TL > 19M
2 Unsol. TL > 21M TL > 19M
3 Unsol. TL > 21M TL > 19M
0.4 1 Unsol. TL > 19M TL > 21M
2 Unsol. TL > 19M TL > 21M
3 Feas. TL > 19M 2242.76 > 6.7M
0.5 1 Feas. 184.63 496922 31.95 75648
2 Feas. 16.99 53126 6.05 13515
3 Feas. 361.65 952638 117.09 274276
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Table 5: Results for (IPCD) and (IPRELAX) on small instances.
(IPRELAX) # Cliques Time BB Nodes
n D Inst. Status Solved DMDGP found (IPCD) (IPRELAX) (IPCD) (IPRELAX) (IPCD) (IPRELAX)
20 0.3 1 Infeas. - - 168 7 0.00 0.00 0 0
2 Infeas. - - 48 2 0.00 0.00 0 0
3 Infeas. - - 96 4 0.00 0.00 0 0
0.5 1 Infeas. - - 1656 69 4.13 2.08 0 0
2 Infeas. - - 1920 80 5.66 1.83 0 0
3 Infeas. - - 1272 53 1.86 0.00 0 0
0.7 1 Feas. Yes No 13872 578 TL 5308.77 0 6287
2 Feas. Yes No 12000 500 TL 2217.26 0 7172
3 Feas. Yes No 13872 578 TL 2105.65 0 3579
25 0.3 1 Infeas. - - 288 12 0.00 0.00 0 0
2 Infeas. - - 216 9 0.00 0.00 0 0
3 Infeas. - - 96 4 0.00 0.00 0 0
0.5 1 Infeas. - - 4776 199 0.03 0.01 0 0
2 Infeas. - - 4368 182 962.72 4095.70 0 7968
3 Infeas. - - 3960 165 632.05 TL 0 18996
0.7 1 Feas. No - 36360 1515 MEM TL - 287
2 Feas. No - 34344 1431 MEM TL - 180
3 Feas. Yes No 32856 1369 MEM 4536.87 - 333
30 0.3 1 Infeas. - - 264 11 0.00 0.01 0 0
2 Infeas. - - 240 10 0.00 0.01 0 0
3 Infeas. - - 360 15 0.00 0.01 0 0
0.5 1 Feas. No - 10896 454 TL TL 0 3742
2 Unsol. - - 9264 386 TL TL 0 3293
3 Feas. - - 9960 415 TL TL 0 2866
0.7 1 Feas. No - 73872 3078 MEM TL - 12
2 Feas. No - 72888 3037 MEM TL - 6
3 Feas. No - 76488 3187 MEM TL - 3
35 0.3 1 Infeas. - - 864 36 0.00 0.01 0 0
2 Infeas. - - 576 24 0.00 0.01 0 0
3 Infeas. - - 696 29 0.00 0.01 0 0
0.5 1 Feas. No - 18888 787 TL TL 0 1457
2 Feas. No - 21408 892 TL TL 0 1828
3 Feas. No - 20304 846 TL TL 0 605
0.7 1 Feas. No - 143616 5984 MEM TL - 0
2 Feas. No - 151056 6294 MEM TL - 0
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3 Feas. 140976 5874 MEM TL - 0
40 0.3 1 Infeas. - - 1776 74 0.00 0.01 0 0
2 Infeas. - - 816 34 0.00 0.01 0 0
3 Infeas. - - 1344 56 0.00 0.01 0 0
0.5 1 Feas. No - 34680 1445 MEM TL - 56
2 Feas. No - 37056 1544 MEM TL - 72
3 Feas. No - 35160 1465 MEM TL - 48
0.7 1 Feas. No - 250608 10442 MEM TL - 0
2 Feas. No - 265440 11060 MEM TL - 0
3 Feas. No - 256224 10676 MEM TL - 0
45 0.3 1 Infeas. - - 2136 89 0.01 0.02 0 0
2 Infeas. - - 2472 103 0.01 0.02 0 0
3 Infeas. - - 2376 99 1.89 0.02 0 0
0.5 1 Feas. No - 55032 2293 MEM TL - 0
2 Feas. No - 56664 2361 MEM TL - 2
3 Feas. No - 54360 2265 MEM TL - 5
0.7 1 Feas. No - 412416 17184 MEM MEM - -
2 Feas. No - 404088 16837 MEM MEM - -
3 Feas. No - 423720 17655 MEM MEM - -
50 0.3 1 Infeas. - - 4536 189 0.02 0.02 0 0
2 Infeas. - - 3768 157 7.04 0.42 0 0
3 Infeas. - - 4296 179 0.02 0.03 0 0
0.5 1 Feas. No - 87552 3648 MEM TL - 0
2 Feas. No - 83544 3481 MEM TL - 0
3 Feas. No - 82680 3445 MEM TL - 0
0.7 1 Feas. No - 621552 25898 MEM MEM - -
2 Feas. No - 657264 27386 MEM MEM - -
3 Feas. No - 662352 27598 MEM MEM - -
55 0.3 1 Infeas. - - 5328 222 14.13 539.85 0 0
2 Infeas. - - 4896 204 0.03 0.04 0 0
3 Infeas. - - 5568 232 0.03 0.03 0 0
0.5 1 Feas. No - 127608 5317 MEM TL - 0
2 Feas. No - 129600 5400 MEM TL - 0
3 Feas. No - 126168 5257 MEM TL - 0
0.7 1 Feas. No - 958200 39925 MEM MEM - -
2 Feas. No - 946944 39456 MEM MEM - -
3 Feas. No - 994824 41451 MEM MEM - -
60 0.3 1 Infeas. - - 8976 374 4061.37 TL 0 0
2 Infeas. - - 6888 287 26.81 371.402 0 0
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3 Infeas. - - 8424 351 0.07 0.05 0 0
0.5 1 Feas. No - 188496 7854 MEM TL - 0
2 Feas. No - 171840 7160 MEM TL - 0
3 Feas. No - 184728 7697 MEM TL - 0
0.7 1 Feas. No - 1406256 58594 MEM MEM - -
2 Feas. No - 1363296 56804 MEM MEM - -
3 Feas. No - 1379184 57466 MEM MEM - -
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Table 6: Results for enhancements with (CPCOMBINED) on small instances. In the enhancements
rule column we use the convention (all)/(inf. checks & dom. red.)/(inf. checks & sym. break.). We
have [Inf] for Infeasibility Check 1 or 3, [DR] for Domain Reduction Rule 1, [ESS] and [EK], and
[Arb] for Symmetry Breaking Condition 4, 5, and 6 respectively.
(CPCOMBINED) Enhancements
n D Inst. Status Time Ch.Pts. Time Ch.Pts. Rule
20 0.3 1 Infeas. 0.04 1436 0.00 0 [Inf 3]
2 Infeas. 0.05 1777 0.00 0 [Inf 1]
3 Infeas. 0.07 2345 0.00 0 [Inf 3]
0.5 1 Infeas. 0.83 18994 0.40 8436 [ESS 8], [EK 9]
2 Infeas. 0.35 8927 0.07/0.50/0.68 2096/9905/15445 [DR1], [ESS7] , [EK10]
3 Infeas. 0.50 13013 0.08/0.10/0.66 2063/3035/17000 [DR1], [ESS5] , [EK2]
0.7 1 Feas. 0.02 680 0.07 1810 [ESS10] , [EK27]
2 Feas. 0.00 38 0.02 482 [ESS9] , [EK14]
3 Feas. 0.01 112 0.01 129 [ESS7] , [EK10]
25 0.3 1 Infeas. 0.13 3461 0.00 0 [Inf 1]
2 Infeas. 0.20 5257 0.00/0.00/0.14 3/3/3587 [DR6], [ESS13] , [EK3]
3 Infeas. 0.12 3089 0.00/0.00/0.14 5/5/274 [DR3], [ESS2]
0.5 1 Infeas. 4.32 81426 0.008/0.240/7.38 61/4782/112886 [DR1], [ESS6] , [EK2]
2 Infeas. 19.22 319579 25.10 331368 [EK3]
3 Infeas. 17.8 291669 2.06 32120 [ESS1] , [EK5]
0.7 1 Feas. 0.01 53 0.07 1626 [ESS12] , [EK9]
2 Feas. 0.01 39 0.01 161 [ESS2] , [EK7]
3 Feas. 0.01 142 0.01 183 [ESS4] , [EK4]
30 0.3 1 Infeas. 0.46 10611 0.01/ 0.01/0.52 4/4/10809 [DR4], [ESS8] , [EK3]
2 Infeas. 0.16 3976 0.01/ 0.01/0.14 6/31/3344 [DR2], [ESS3] , [EK3]
3 Infeas. 0.28 6439 0.01/ 0.01/0.31 45/61/6769 [DR2], [ESS6]
0.5 1 Feas. 301.12 > 3.9M 6995.71 >25M [ESS1] , [EK1]
2 Unsol. TL > 34M TL >24M [EK1]
3 Feas. 13.86 211791 997.58 >7.5M [ESS1] , [EK2]
0.7 1 Feas. 0.01 92 0.01 55 [EK3]
2 Feas. 0.01 28 0.02 315 [ESS1] , [EK2]
3 Feas. 0.01 150 0.01 66 [ESS1] , [EK2]
35 0.3 1 Infeas. 0.67 11443 1.01 13009 [ESS1] , [EK1]
2 Infeas. 0.49 8407 0.02/ 0.02/0.57 56/111/8582 [DR1], [ESS1]
3 Infeas. 0.64 10695 0.02/0.02/0.55 42/168/8305 [DR1], [ESS3] , [EK1]
0.5 1 Feas. 4.94 72259 5.62 63918 [Arb]
2 Feas. 57.81 852099 84.80 841946 [EK2]
3 Feas. TL > 54M TL >38M [ESS1] , [EK1]
0.7 1 Feas. 0.01 64 0.02 29 [ESS2] , [EK1]
2 Feas. 0.02 156 0.02 57 [ESS4] , [EK7]
3 Feas. 0.01 33 0.02 43 [EK1]
40 0.3 1 Infeas. 1.42 21456 1.62 18763 [Arb]
2 Infeas. 0.83 9965 1.03 13230 [ESS2]
3 Infeas. 1.72 19083 1.51 18448 [Arb]
0.5 1 Feas. 19.97 271405 136.83 >1.3M [Arb]
2 Feas. 13.07 142861 14.95 159403 [ESS1]
3 Feas. 7.42 78106 95.14 984624 [Arb]
0.7 1 Feas. 0.02 183 0.02 177 [Arb]
2 Feas. 0.02 36 0.02/0.02/0.55 41 [EK2]
3 Feas. 0.03 125 0.03 169 [ESS1]
34
45 0.3 1 Infeas. 2.60 31469 1.97 19473 [Arb]
2 Infeas. 2.50 24124 0.03/0.49/1.59 136/5106/17818 [DR1], [ESS1] , [EK1]
3 Infeas. 4.00 38504 0.03/0.04/2.69 74/151/31515 [DR1], [ESS4] , [EK2]
0.5 1 Feas. 5.55 68384 2.10 25182 [Arb]
2 Feas. 5.22 50918 7.25 76321 [Arb]
3 Feas. 10.11 96050 37.99 365257 [Arb]
0.7 1 Feas. 0.02 41 0.04 309 [Arb]
2 Feas. 0.03 53 0.03 184 [ESS1]
3 Feas. 0.04 109 0.03 66 [Arb]
50 0.3 1 Infeas. 11.45 116440 4.05 37913 [Arb]
2 Infeas. 4.13 32241 2.51 22009 [ESS1]
3 Infeas. 9.03 66335 1.73 16277 [Arb]
0.5 1 Feas. 67.73 688947 30.75 258741 [Arb]
2 Feas. 5.83 48697 23.59 205818 [Arb]
3 Feas. 1.52 12150 11.68 95896 [Arb]
0.7 1 Feas. 0.03 47 0.04 57 [Arb]
2 Feas. 0.07 384 0.08 462 [EK1]
3 Feas. 0.05 206 0.06 319 [Arb]
55 0.3 1 Infeas. 5.80 51111 6.81 45076 [Arb]
2 Infeas. 9.72 65877 8.69 60032 [Arb]
3 Infeas. 9.44 57639 12.33 81167 [Arb]
0.5 1 Feas. 11.74 108400 2.05 15230 [Arb]
2 Feas. 10.00 68857 7.43 56963 [Arb]
3 Feas. 10.34 69454 6.64 48987 [Arb]
0.7 1 Feas. 0.05 103 0.09 576 [Arb]
2 Feas. 0.06 194 0.05 63 [Arb]
3 Feas. 0.06 50 0.05 62 [Arb]
60 0.3 1 Infeas. 21.85 154057 23.49 129850 [Arb]
2 Infeas. 29.17 149081 15.71 87216 [Arb]
3 Infeas. 26.61 133849 13.90 73794 [Arb]
0.5 1 Feas. 8.36 68737 35.57 219931 [Arb]
2 Feas. 5.38 33138 39.14 245140 [Arb]
3 Feas. 10.57 61996 5.88 38031 [Arb]
0.7 1 Feas. 0.07 286 0.07/0.50/0.68 127 [Arb]
2 Feas. 0.08 116 0.07 207 [Arb]
3 Feas. 0.09 116 0.07 72 [Arb]
35
